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T n In actor General

Balladinm

It is necessary at tho and of a $1111 rehearsal for

the actors to know what good things they have done during the

rehearsal, in order that they may build on these good points.

TEMPO!

V By means of atmowhoro you can got everything. and

you can require everything from your actors. but _te_mng is a.

special thing. If you Start tho work with tempo you must con-

bino tempo as timing and quality. For instance, which quality

do you expect to got from this timing? or the opposite; you

can got certain qualities fiom increasing the tempo. It is

helpful for the actors to know in which way they are working.

If the director wishes to start the work with tempo. he must

mention the quality.

Up to how we have worked without mentioning tempo,

but if you wish to touch an it now you my, although it should

perhaps come Later, but then you must mention the tempo with

the qualities you wish to reach. If you have the quality and

atmosphere you may not have mentioned tempo, but the tempo will
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be there. Although we have not yet started to elaborate the

tempo. certain tempo is always present. You must change the

tempo by changing the quality. or change certain qualities

by changing the tempo. It is poseible to change the tempo but j:

leave the some quality. as for example in The Insnector General;

in which there are many tampon. but the quality of gaiety is

the same. It 13 possible because all these’thfmgs are so

flexible, and follow each other so closely, but on the prin-

ciple ten-mo in eualim and Quality is temoo. What is abso-

lutely wrong is when tempo is considered as time, the direc-

tor looks at his watch and sees that the performance was three

minuteu longer. so he asko his cast to be quicker next time.

NUAHCIEI

The director can take one scene and the given at-

mosphere and then tell the cast that the tempo will be like

so. and the quality like so. The scene with the Saint was

good in the style of tragedy, and on this basis the director

can elaborate everything. because there is already some qual-

ity in this scene; we are already on some ground. There was

smother good thing in this rehearsal. Do you remember when

we spoke of nuances. and that they are able to put together

all the different pieces on the stage. 'Already I ‘mve soon

that nuances are flying in the air around the actors, and they

are leading one line through all these things. This one line

is very important. Blair new has the character in general,
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but it is not yet individual enough in character. The direc-

tor would be wise to ask him \to begin to dream about jLis

particular character. I feel that Terrence goes on in a very

interesting way to get his part.

We must never confuse being in a hurry and increas-

ing the tempo. Tempo is very bound up with rhythm.

OBJECTIVE:

What does it mean to have an objective? It means

that every part of the actor's being must be filled with the

objective. X'Ie will exercise this in the most simple form;

take one of the boxes and place it in the middle of the room.

and then bring another box and put them together. Observe

tho moment when you must drop your objective because it has

been fulfilled. Do this without any conditions.

REHFARSAL TECHNIQUE:

Rehearsals for performances on July 17th and 19th:

Tho meaning of these rehearsals:

1. For the actors: to convey the mu experience

of acting without any interruption. as though

it were a performance.

2. For the director-0| by making careful notes

during tho rehearsal perfomces of the 17th

and 19th. they will act material for considera-

tion during the sumartimc, for mrthor pre—

paration of the nor}: with the sketches next

term, and they will ‘00 helped to find out the

shortest way to achieve the necessary results.

by applying the method given in our studio.
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For the designers. and authors: by making notes

they will disaster their mistakes. and they will

get a practixrel idea of what an ideal perfor-

mance should be. They must make notespof things

which are lacking now.

The day of the 18th will be allotted to criticisms

which will be done in the followingwayx Mr. 3’

Chekhov will give some suggestions in general,

and then eachbstudent will give his suggestions

to the directors. These suggestions must be

written down by the directors so that they will

have them for consideration during the summer.

It should be noted that the directors are not

compelled to accept anOf the suggestions which

will be given them du g the 18th.

Students will be requested to observe that the

days of the 17th and 19th will be carried out

with great concentration. Upon entering the

theatre. silence must be observed. and e concen-

trated. responsible, professioml activity should

be presented. We must consider these two evenings

as the birthday of our mture theatre.

The order of the sketches will be:

OBJECTIVE!

1. The Fishing Scene

2. Balladinu I

3. Ballndina II

‘5. Peer Gynt

INTERMISSICH

5. The Golden Steed

6. Fairy rL‘ale - Two Kings

 

The objective is the will of the actor, and by doing

nothing except having this activity of the objective. and con-

sciously sending it out. it is very attractive for the watcher.
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INSPIRATION:

II“ we rely only on‘inapirotion we will never be able

to be good professional actors; Inspimtion will come to us

from the love of the part. the costumes. uottinge. etc” from ".'

hundrodo of ways. but this in a present and we must not rely

upon it. 1-219 nust b0 hnppy if inspiration comes, but we have

our Method to hoop us in such form and order, that we will

have 1 ground which will be most attractive for inspiration

each time we perform. In tho case of The Fishing Scone, if

Deirdre had had this! real ground for the objective. or jus—

tification. or feeling of truth, or atmosphere, or all together,

than the actors could have acted, and the technical workers

would not have disturbed them. Because if “he actors are pre—

tending in the good sense of tho work. then the technical wor-

kers cannot disturb then. "when you become independent enough.

you will take from tho ibthod all the things you need for the

moment, and never appcaz‘ on the stage with the feeling that

you are acting without any conscious ground. Until we are able

to do this we are not yct masters 01‘ the Method.

OBJECTIVE)

We must be able to recall the experience. and find

what we can get from it. Then you will really get something.

If you will recall the exercise. and as}: yourself what you have

got from your experience today. then you will get it twice as

quickly, because of this effort to get a conscious result._
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THE ACTOR-ARTIST: THO STATES QF CONSCIOUSNESS.

To be clear and cool in your head, and flaming and

warm in your heart - this is what it means to be an artist.

The artist must be able to divide his being into two conscious- ;

nossea - one cool and deliberate. and the other unconscious I

and warn and active. The actor must be able to take in una—

gostions with his consciousness, and not be oisturbed in what

he is doing.

As an exercise, let us take the moment in The Golden

§$ggg when the brothers enter and say. ”Fear not for us.“ The

crowd is deeply dejected and dork in themselves, and in every-

thing around them. Their objective is to penotrate first with

every pant of their beings, filth their heads and necks, then

with their shoulders and arms and hands. then with their legs.

knees, and the small of the back.


